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The TYROLIA AAAmbition Alpine Touring binding is the perfect companion for all Alpine Touring
Aficionados so that no terrain remains unattainable. We included every attribute of our high-performance
alpine ski bindings in this Alpine Touring binding.

Alpine Touring Toe
This newcomer in the ski touring segment features the exclusive TYROLIA Alpine Touring (AT) Toe which can be easily adjusted
to alpine and touring boot norms. A 65 mm wide mechanical AFS
gliding element secures constant release values also with rubber soles. In combination with two rollers this binding provides
superior safety features with the rapid and exact boot recentering that skiers expect from TYROLIA. As a result of it´s
harmonious design, the TYROLIA AAAmbition has a wider contact
area which improves stability and provides a secure foundation
for every sking situation. Furthermore, it´s pivot is efficiently positioned right below the ski boot tip to ensure perfect force
transmission and a tilt up to 90 degrees.

T YROLIA FREEFLE X
The TYROLIA approved Freeflex System, which interacts
with the AT Toe, the telescopic tube and the AT Heel, offers
natural dynamics, excellent downhill performance and therefore
a supreme ski touring experience.
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e a sy ad jus table tele s copic tube
Additionally the AAAMbition features a unique light-weight telescopic tube which offers an easy
adjustement opportunity to different boot sole lengths. Thus, with only one binding model it is
possible to cover the entire range of different sole lengths - from 260mm up to 350mm.
Furthermore, with the setting of the telescopic tube and through the compact mounting,
perfect binding positioning on your skis is improved and mid-point deviation is avoided.

Alpine Touring Heel and
Climbing Aid
The state-of-the-art designed climbing aid is
positioned as close as possible to the Alpine Touring
(AT) Heel. This provides better walking balance and
effortless climbing in all situations. The low stand
height of 38 mm improves stability and offers a
confident stance. With four different climbing aid
positions (climbing in a 0°, 5°, 10° or 15° position)
it is possible to adapt on different terrains without
stepping out of the binding. It does not matter if it is
a walk through flat terrain or a steep slope up to the
summit. Simply use the ski pole in order to change
the climbing aid position and also to lock for the
downhill ride.

Demo and rental suitab le
In order to offer ambitious sportsmen an opportunity to widen
their horizons, the TYROLIA AAAmbition is also demo and rental suitable: Combined with a spare demo track, the TYROLIA
AAAmbition Alpine Touring binding can be tested and shown to
a broad audience. Only two easy adjustments (one on the telescopic tube and one on the demo track) are required to fit to
different boot lengths without extra drilling.

Br ake s &
Individuality
Considering the different ski widths,
the TYROLIA AAAmbition comes without
brakes. This gives you the opportunity to
either choose the perfect fitting brake
out of four different widths (85 mm/95
mm/105 mm/125 mm) or simply to ride
and hike without brakes using appropriate powder straps – TYROLIA AAA-Series
Powder Strap (1 pair): A. No.: 162981  
Additionally available: TYROLIA AAASeries Powdercord – A.No.: 163025

To sum up: The TYROLIA AAAmbition Alpine Touring binding is what every ski touring fanatic was looking for. On one hand it offers freedom and
individual adjustment possibilities and on the other hand it provides the premium high-end performance that is expected from the world market leader
TYROLIA. The solid, light-weight construction and its maximum functionality enhances the ultimate mountain experience for ambitioned climbers as well
as for touring newbies. Overcome boundaries - Simply just: Access All Areas!
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Additional crampons are available as spare parts in
widths of 90 mm, 105 mm and 120 mm, and provide
safe climbing and a secure stand in any situation.
• 90 mm: A. No.: 163006 (1 pair)
• 105 mm: A. No.: 163007 (1 pair)
• 120 mm : A. No.: 163008 (1 pair)

T ECHNOLOG Y

cr amp ons
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With the AAAdrenalin Freeride binding from TYROLIA, no
terrain is out of reach. This binding provides a level of
skiing performance never before seen in an alpine binding. It combines performance driven freeride features
with the ultimate ergonomic walking mechanism for
maximum freedom on-and off-piste. Overcome boundaries smoothly for a perfect ride.
The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin binding is a perfect option for
freeriders who prefer precise downhill control combined
with ideal mechanics for short walks to reach untouched
paths for a memorable ski experience. Designed together
with freeskiers and backcountry skiers, this member of
the TYROLIA AAA-Series is designed for ski widths from
80 mm and wider. The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin brings paramount freeride performance in every terrain, on every
slope.

Freeride (FR) Pro Toe

Freeride (FR) Pro Heel

The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin comes with the Freeride (FR) Pro Toe
with its ergonomic pivot position for optimal tilt up movement
up to 90 degrees. This system provides effortless walking over
short distances.

The ultra-wide 80 mm heel track makes all the performance difference needed to take this product over the top. Extra width and the superior kinematics of TYROLIA’s high performance bindings
make it absolutely stable and reliable for perfect force transmission and unmatched performance.
The heel can easily be adjusted to different boot sole lengths without any additional tools.

The FR Pro Toe is adjustable by changing the position of the
Anti-Friction-Slider (AFS Metal) to cover alpine and touring
boot norms. This 68 mm wide slider plus a stainless steel gliding
element provide constant release values and result in a broader
contact area to the ski boot sole.

It covers a wide range of seven ski boot sizes. The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin Freeride binding
is available in two lengths:
• SHORT (S) for ski boot sole length of 270-330 mm
• LONG (L) for ski boot sole length of 300-360 mm

The benefits: more stability, more direct power
transmission and an ultimate skiing performance.
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freefle x
The platform of TYROLIA’s AAAdrenalin binding provides the
approved TYROLIA Freeflex function which allows the ski to
flex as it is designed to do so it can retain its natural dynamics.
Freeflex is enabled by the free gliding plate that runs within the
titanal heel track and is supported by the center of rotation of
the binding toe.

T ECHNOLOG Y

A A A-a s cender lo ck and climbing aid
To Access All Areas, transition from skiing to hiking is incredibly fast, easy and convenient. Simply
use the tip of the ski pole without stepping out of the binding to move the highly visible Ascender
Lock to change between hiking and ski mode.

cr amp ons
Additionally, TYROLIA crampons (available as spare parts in three widths: 90 mm, 105 mm and 120
mm) can be mounted to improve grip in steep and icy terrain.
• 90 mm: A. No.: 162977 (1 pair)
• 105 mm: A. No.: 162978 (1 pair)
• 120 mm: A. No.: 162979 (1 pair)

bindings

Another TYROLIA feature is the possibility to walk in the 0° position. After release, TYROLIA’s
climbing aid can easily be operated with a ski pole and it can be positioned in three different angles
(0°, 7° and 13°) for an optimal walking position. This improves
balance and a secure stand on your way to perfect skiing spots.

Br ake s &
Individuality
The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin comes without brakes. This gives each
freerider the chance to choose the precisely fitting brakes in
regard to the ski widths. The TYROLIA AAAdrenalin bindings can
be combined with brake widths of 85/95/110/130 [F] or
95/110/130 [B]

Additionally available:
TYROLIA AAA-Series Powdercord - Art. No.:163025

Whether skiing downhill or bridging walking paths, the TYROLIA AAAdrenalin Freeride binding gives adventures an unrivaled combination of skiing performance and all
terrain versatility, providing easy Access to All Areas!
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Freeskiers prefer equipment which provides control, performance and usability.
Not only for clear slopes and untracked powder areas, also for stoked park and half pipe
rides. The TYROLIA AAAttack Freeski binding models combine functionality and modern design to meet these demands. A perfect tool for all-around skiers who are willing to
attack!

Modern Architec ture

Perfec t Individuality

The special Freeride (FR) Pro Toe with its horizontal
spring reflects the modern architecture of the entire TYROLIA
AAA-Series. Furthermore, it includes a super secure 77 mm
metal anti friction device (AFD Metal), which can be adjusted
for all types of alpine boots (Type A only).

This fired up freeski binding models are available in five different DIN settings
(TYROLIA AAAttack 18X, 16, 13, 12 – ideally suited for the Women’s Line) and AAAttack 11.
The built in AAA-Series technology ensures high quality and perfect usability. In regard
to its clear design and its compact measurement, the AAAttack model can be ideally used on ski
widths from 80mm and wider. Some models are delivered without brakes.

The TYROLIA AAAttack 16 features the Race Pro Heel, with a
reduced stand height of only 17 mm for the ultimate freeski
adventure. The TYROLIA AAAttack 13 and AAAttack 12 models feature a solid construction, reduced weight and a modified
heel, which puts this model in a category of its own.

This gives riders the opportunity to customize the setup to their needs.
Brakes are available in different widths: 85/95/110/130/150 mm
Additionally available:  TYROLIA AAA-Series Powdercord – A.No.: 163025
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ne wly rede signed
The TYROLIA AAAttack 13 DEMO model, a modified
version of the TYROLIA AAAttack Freeski binding, is the
first demo and rental suitable freeski binding that is
anchored on a metal toe track. This unique feature ensures a
lower stand height, a more compact design and increased
stability compared with other bindings. In combination with the
proven TYROLIA Rental Heel track, the TYROLIA AAAttack 13
DEMO offers the opportunity to fulfill every customers desires,
whether for retail, demo or rental purposes.

This easy to adapt TYROLIA AAAttack Freeski binding model was
designed for a wide range of sole lengths, and therefore can be
adjusted to all available alpine boot sole lengths from 259 to
386mm - tool-free in a matter of a few seconds, by moving the
toe and heel pieces.

Attack the track with the TYROLIA AAAttack Freeski bindings!
Overcome boundaries - simply just: Access All Areas!
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FREEFLEX EVO 20 X RD

FREEFLEX EVO 20 X RD
When you’re speeding down the mountain, time is not on your side.
But this binding is. Or maybe better: it should be under your boots.
article number

details

100600 FREEFLEX EVO 20 X RD
BRAKE 85 [A]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
Race Toe with TRP System, Race
AFD, Freeflex Pro, Race Pro Heel

16 mm
10-20
3190 g
Black/White/
Flash Yellow

FREEFLEX EVO 20 X RS

race

Our World Cup Rebels trust these bindings with their lives blasting
through gates at 100+ kph. You can too.
article number

details

100601 FREEFLEX EVO 20 X RS
BRAKE 85 [A]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
Race Toe with TRP System, Race
AFD, Freeflex Pro, Race Pro Heel

16 mm
10-20
3190 g
Black/White/
Flash Yellow

FREEFLEX evo 18 X
bindings

Being the fastest never was a matter of luck. It has always been a
matter of attitude, skill and equipment.
article number

details

100602 FREEFLEX EVO 18 X
BRAKE 85 [A]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
Race Toe with TRP System, Race
AFD, Freeflex Pro, Race Pro Heel

16 mm
8-18
3170 g
Black/White/
Flash Yellow

FREEFLEX evo 16 X
This binding ensures that you and your skis act as one.
article number

details

100603 FREEFLEX EVO 16 X
RD BRAKE 85 [A]

STAND HEIGHT 16 mm
DIN 8-16
weight 3170 g
colors
Black/White/Flash Yellow

features
Race Toe with TRP System,
Race AFD,
Freeflex Pro,
Race Pro Heel

TECHBOX
FreeFle x EVO
Freeflex EVO reduces the impact on the natural ski flex to a minimum. Decreased
forward pressure, completely redesigned new roller pincer systems and wings,
plus an intelligent gliding element all add up to the rEVOlution o racing: fastest
time, from the starting gate to the finish line with Freeflex EVO.
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freeflex pro 11

If fast is not fast enough and second
place is for losers, then the FREEFLEX
is your binding.

A binding for all the winners out
there. With LD Heel for ultimate
release action and unhindered flex
across the entire ski.

FIS approved geometry with
ultimate release performance for
competitive skiers. Features
Race Lite heel.

article number

article number

article number

100607 FREEFLEX Pro 16
BRAKE 85 [A]

100608 FREEFLEX Pro 14
BRAKE 85 [D]

100610 FREEFLEX Pro 11
BRAKE 85 [D]

features

features

features

AERO Toe with TRP System
Race Diagonal, ABS - Anti Blocking System,
FREEFLEX Pro, RACE PRO Heel

LX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, ABS - Anti Blocking System,
FREEFLEX Pro, LD Heel

LX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, ABS - Anti Blocking System,
FREEFLEX Pro, Race Lite Heel

details

details

details

STAND HEIGHT 19 mm
DIN 5-16
weight 2700 g
colors
White/Black/Flash Yellow

STAND HEIGHT 21 mm
DIN 4-14
weight 2330 g
colors
White/Black/Flash Yellow

STAND HEIGHT 21 mm
DIN 3-11
weight 2290 g
colors
White/Black/Flash Yellow

bindings

freeflex pro 14

race

freeflex pro 16
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PRD 14
Fast, tight, precise power transmission rail to rail in any situation.
And adjustable by hand.
article number

details

100615 PRD 14 BRAKE 85 [F]

STAND HEIGHT 33,5 mm
DIN
4-14
weight
2210 g
colors	
Matt Black/Stone

features

performance

AERO Toe with TRP System, Race
Diagonal, ABS – Anti Blocking
System, PowerRail, LD Heel

PRD 14 S

bindings

Welcome to the fast lane in binding technology evolution. Features
LX Toe with TRP System and Race Diagonal. Adjustable by hand.
article number

details

100616 PRD 14 S BRAKE 85 [F]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
LX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, ABS - Anti Blocking
System, PowerRail, LD Heel

33,5 mm
4-14
2090 g
Matt Black/Flash Yellow

prd 12
The PRD 12 combines maximum flexibility with perfect power
transmission while being the most convenient for handling retail,
demo or rental.
article number

details

100620 PRD 12 BRAKE 85 [F]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
LX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, ABS - Anti Blocking
System, PowerRail, LD Heel

90

33,5 mm
3,5-12
2090 g
Matt Black/White

PRX 12 S
Its versatility makes this binding perfect for all high speed on and offpiste performances. Besides these benefits is it adjustable by hand.
article number

details

100621 PRX 12 S BRAKE 85 [F]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
LX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, AFS - Anti Friction
Slider, PowerRail, RACE Lite Heel

33,5 mm
3,5-12
1940 g
Matt Black/Flash Yellow

allride

PR 11
Modularly built to match any rider’s needs,
from amateur to pro, and everything in between.
features

100566 PR 11 Brake 78 [G]
white/black/flash yellow
100624 PR 11 BRAKE 78 [G]
matt black/white
100625 PR 11 Brake 78 [G]
white/black
100626 PR 11 Brake 78 [G]
white/blue/green
100627 PR 11 Brake 90 [G]
matt black/flash yellow

SX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, AFS - Anti Friction
Slider, PowerRail, SX Heel

bindings

article number

details
STAND HEIGHT 31 mm
DIN
3-11
weight
1770 g
colors	
White/Black/Flash Yellow
Matt Black/White
White/Black
White/Blue/Green
Matt Black/Flash Yellow
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TYROLIA AAAmbition 12

TYROLIA AAAmbition 10

TYROLIA AAAMBITION 12 CARBON

The TYROLIA AAAmbition 12
Alpine Touring binding is the perfect
companion for all Alpine Touring
Aficionados, so that no terrain
remains unattainable.

Freedom, innovative adjustment possibilities and a premium high-end performance – simply: TYROLIA AAAmbition 10 Alpine Touring binding.

The TYROLIA AAAmbition Carbon is
the ideal partner for ambitious alpine
touring adventures, combining lower
weight and improved safety.

article number

article number

article number

111612 TYROLIA AAAmbition 12
w/o BRAKE [C] solid blue/yellow
111610 TYROLIA AAAmbition 12
w/o BRAKE [C] solid white/black

111716 TYROLIA AAAmbition 10
w/o BRAKE [C] solid white/black

features

features

AT Toe, AFS - Anti Friction Slider
Telescopic Tube, Climbing Aid
AT Heel, Solid Colored

AT Toe, AFS - Anti Friction Slider
Telescopic Tube, Climbing Aid
AT Heel, Solid Colored

111710 TYROLIA AMBITION 12
CARBON S BRAKE 85 [C]
black carbon
111711 TYROLIA AMBITION 12
CARBON M BRAKE 85 [C]
black carbon
111712 TYROLIA AMBITION 12
CARBON L BRAKE 85 [C]
black carbon

details

details

features

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

38 mm (** 41 mm)
4-12
1810 g (* 1980 g)
Solid Blue/Yellow
Solid White/Black

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

38 mm (** 41 mm)
3-10
1790 g (* 1960 g)
Solid White/Black

** with Demo Track

AT Toe, AFS - Anti Friction Slider
Carbon Tube, Climbing Aid
AT Heel, Solid Colored

details
STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
color	

38 mm
4-12
1620g (*1780g)
Black Carbon

* with BRAKE

TECHBOX carbon
lower weight – more fun
What is ideal: a a lower weight or improved safety? This question is a thing of the past when it comes to
choosing the perfect touring binding. Tyrolia’s new AAAmbition AT binding combines both desired features
by using the high tech material Carbon© in the mid part of the binding. Constant stability at a significantly reduced binding weight (200g) make the Tyrolia AAAmbition Carbon an AT binding with proven downhill
performance and safety features. Its benefits of very low weight are highly valued when hiking and touring the back country.
Available in 3 Lengths: SHORT (265-295mm), MEDIUM (295-325mm) and LONG (315-345mm).
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TYROLIA AAADRENALIN 16 SHORT / LONG
Designed together with freeskiers and backcountry skiers, with an ergonomic walking mechanism for maximum freedom on-and off-piste.
article number

details

111806 TYROLIA AAAdrenalin 16
w/o BRAKE [B] short
solid black / flash green
111807 TYROLIA AAAdrenalin 16
w/o BRAKE [B] long
solid black / flash green

STAND HEIGHT 38 mm
DIN
5-16
weight
2440 g
(* 2740 g) - SHORT
2460 g
(*2760 g) - LONG
colors	
Solid Black/Flash Green

features
FR Pro Toe, AFS Metal
Hiking Platform, FR Pro Heel
Climbing Aid, Solid Colored

* with BRAKE

freeski

TYROLIA AAADRENALIN 13 SHORT / LONG
Whether skiing downhill or bridging walking paths, the TYROLIA
AAAdreanlin freeride binding provides Access to All Areas.
details

111808 TYROLIA AAADRENALIN 13
w/o BRAKE [F] SHORT
solid black / flash green
111809 TYROLIA AAADRENALIN 13
w/o BRAKE [F] LONG
solid black / flash green

STAND HEIGHT 39 mm
DIN
4-13
weight
2420 g
(* 2720 g) - SHORT
2440 g
(*2740 g) - LONG
colors	
Solid Black/Flash Green

features
FR Pro Toe, AFS Metal
Hiking Platform, FR Heel
Climbing Aid, Solid Colored
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article number

TYROLIA AAATTACK 18 X
Standing tall after a sick trick is what freeskiing is all about. The
TYROLIA AAAttack 18 X is THE binding for pro-level freeski action.

article number

details

111816 ATTACK 18 X w/o
BRAKE [A] solid black/flash orange

STAND HEIGHT 17 mm
DIN
8-18
weight
2080 g (* 2380 g)

features

freeski

FR Pro Magnesium Toe,
AFD Metal, Race Pro Heel,
Solid Colored

colors	
Solid Black/Flash Orange

Tyrolia AAATTACK 16

bindings

A perfect tool for Park&Pipe action and
for skiers who are willing to AAAttack!

article number

details

111817 TYROLIA AAAttack 16 w/o
BRAKE [A] solid black/flash orange
111615 TYROLIA AAAttack 16 w/o
BRAKE [A] solid black/white

STAND HEIGHT 17 mm
DIN
5-16
weight
1830 g (* 2130 g)

features
FR Pro Toe, AFD Metal
Race Pro Heel, Solid Colored

colors	
Solid Black/Flash Orange
Solid Black/White

TYROLIA AAATTACK 13
Modern design – Functionality – Perfect Individuality!
For an astonishing Park&Pipe and piste performance.

article number

features

111820 TYROLIA ATTACK 13 w/o
BRAKE [A] black/flash orange
111821 TYROLIA ATTACK 13
BRAKE 95 [A] solid black/white
111617 TYROLIA ATTACK 13 w/o
BRAKE [A] solid black/white
111720 TYROLIA ATTACK 13 w/o
BRAKE [A] solid black

FR Pro Toe, AFD Metal
Race Heel, Solid Colored

* with BRAKE
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details
STAND HEIGHT 17 mm
DIN
4-13
weight
1640 g (* 1940 g)
color	
Solid black/white
Solid black/flash orange
Solid black

TYROLIA AAATTACK 13 DEMO
The TYROLIA AAAttack 13 DEMO is the first freeski binding anchored on a metal toe track. The benefits: low stand height, compact design and perfect stability.
article number

details

111721 TYROLIA AAAttack 13
DEMO w/o BRAKE [D]
solid black/white
111823 TYROLIA AAAttack 13
DEMO w/o BRAKE [D] solid black

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

23 mm
4-13
2250 g (* 2550 g)
Solid Black/White
Solid Black

features
FR Pro One Touch Toe, AFD Metal
Rent One Touch Heel, Solid Colored

freeski

TYROLIA AAATTACK 11
The binding for high performance freeski action.
Features TYROLIA FR Pro Toe and TYROLIA SX Heel.
details

111827 TYROLIA ATTACK 11 w/o
BRAKE [L] solid black/flash orange
111828 TYROLIA ATTACK 11
BRAKE 90 [L] solid black/white
111829 TYROLIA ATTACK 11 w/o
BRAKE [L] solid black/white

STAND HEIGHT 21 mm
DIN
3-11
weight
1360 g (* 1660 g)
colors	

Solid Black/Flash Orange
Solid Black/White

features
FR Pro Toe, AFD Metal,
SX Heel, Solid Colored
* with BRAKE
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article number

TYROLIA AAATTACK 12

freeski

Freeskiers prefer equipment which provides control, performance
and usability. This one’s extra feature: good-looking. For a perfect
match to the new Women’s big mountain skis.

article number

details

111826 TYROLIA ATTACK 12
BRAKE 110 [A] solid white/mint

STAND HEIGHT 17 mm
DIN
3,5 -12
weight
1940 g

features

bindings

FR Pro Toe, AFD Metal
Race Heel, Solid Colored
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colors	
Solid White/Mint

JOY 11 SLR
In combination with the new SuperLiteRail System, the JOY 11 SLR
provides effortless skiing and perfect control, without limitation.

details

100573 JOY 11 SLR
BRAKE 90 [H] white/teal
100574 JOY 11 SLR
BRAKE 78 [H]
black glossy/flash yellow

STAND HEIGHT 28 mm
DIN
3 -11
weight
1620 g

features

women

article number

colors	
White/Teal
Black Glossy/Flash Yellow

LX Toe with TRP System
Full Diagonal
AFS - Anti Friction Slider
SuperLIteRail, SX Heel

bindings

JOY 9 SLR
A specifically designed binding to match the new Women’s line and
to support the new light weight and high performance features.

article number

details

100635 JOY 9 SLR
BRAKE 78 [H] white/black
100575 JOY 9 SLR
BRAKE 90 [H] white/black
100576 JOY 9 SLR
BRAKE 78 [H] matt black/teal

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

28 mm
2,5-9
1590 g
White/Black
Matt Black/Teal

features
SX Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, AFS - Anti Friction
Slider, SuperLiteRail, SX Heel
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SX 9 JR. RACE
The binding that keeps moms and dads
at ease and speedsters on the slope.
article number

details

100636 SX 9 Jr. Race
BRAKE 78 [J]
white/black/flash yellow

STAND HEIGHT 21 mm
DIN
2,5 - 9
weight
1530 g
colors	
White/Black/Flash Yellow

features

junior

SX Toe with TRP System
Full Diagonal, SL Lite Heel

LRX 7.5 AC (junior)

bindings

One of the most comfortable bindings on the market. Great on
mountain performance teamed up with deadly good looks.
article number

details

100436 LRX 7.5 AC
BRAKE 78 [H]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features

28 mm
2-7,5
1380 g
Solid White/Black

SX Junior Toe with TRP System
Full Diagonal, AFS Junior, LiteRail
SX Junior Heel

LRX 4.5 AC (junior)
One of the most lightweight, convenient and reliable
bindings on the market. Easily adjustable by hand.
article number

details

100441 LRX 4.5 AC
BRAKE 74 [I]

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

features
SX Kid Toe with TRP System
Full Diagonal, AFS Junior, LiteRail,
SX Kid Heel
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28 mm
0,75-4,5
1270 g
Solid White/Black

TYROLIA SX 7.5 AC
Safety first for little riders and the sonic youth. Features
TYROLIA SX toe with TRP system and TYROLIA SX junior heel.
article number

details

111858 TYROLIA SX 7.5 AC
BRAKE 78 [J] solid white/black
111859 TYROLIA SX 7.5 AC
BRAKE 78 [J] solid black/silver
111860 TYROLIA SX 7.5 AC
BRAKE 90 [J] solid black/
flash orange

STAND HEIGHT
DIN
weight
colors	

21 mm
2 - 7,5
1400 g
Solid White/Black
Solid Black/Silver
Solid black/Flash orange

features
SX Junior Toe with TRP System,
Full Diagonal, AFS Junior, SX Junior
Heel, Solid colored

No better way to start: The iconic TYROLIA kids bindings for light
weight juniors. Features TYROLIA SX Kid toe with TRP system and
TYROLIA SX Kid heel.

details

111554 TYROLIA SX 4.5 AC
BRAKE 74 [K] solid black/silver
111861 TYROLIA SX 4.5 AC
BRAKE 84 [K]
solid black/flash orange
111555 TYROLIA SX 4.5 AC
BRAKE 74 [K] silver/black
111556 TYROLIA SX 4.5 AC
BRAKE 74 [K] solid red/black
111557 TYROLIA SX 4.5 AC
BRAKE 74 [K] solid white/black

STAND HEIGHT 15 mm
DIN
0,75 - 4,5
weight
1190 g
colors	
Solid Black/Silver
Solid Black/Flash Orange
Silver/Black
Solid Red/Black
Solid White/Black

bindings

article number

junior

TYROLIA SX 4.5 AC

features
SX Kid Toe with TRP System
Full Diagonal, AFS Junior
SX Kid Heel, Solid colored
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